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European beech is one of the most important deciduous tree species in natural
forest ecosystems in Central Europe. Its dominance is now being questioned by
the emerging drought damages due to the increased incidence of severe summer
droughts. In Switzerland, Fagus sylvatica have been observed in the Intercantonal Forest
Observation Program since 1984. The dataset presented here includes 179176 annual
observations of beech trees on 102 plots during 37 years. The plots cover gradients
in drought, nitrogen deposition, ozone, age, altitude, and soil chemistry. In dry regions
of Switzerland, the dry and hot summer of 2018 caused a serious branch dieback,
increased mortality in Fagus sylvatica and increased yellowing of leaves. Beech trees
recovered less after 2018 than after the dry summer 2003 which had been similar in
drought intensity except that the drought in 2018 started earlier in spring. Our data
analyses suggest the importance of drought in subsequent years for crown transparency
and mortality in beech. The drought in 2018 followed previous dry years of 2015 and
2017 which pre-weakened the trees. Our long-term data indicate that the drought from
up to three previous years were significant predictors for both tree mortality and for the
proportion of trees with serious (>60%) crown transparency. The delay in mortality after
the weakening event suggests also the importance of weakness parasites. The staining
of active vessels with safranine revealed that the cavitation caused by the low tree water
potentials in 2018 persisted at least partially in 2019. Thus, the ability of the branches to
conduct water was reduced and the branches dried out. Furthermore, photooxidation
in light-exposed leaves has increased strongly since 2011. This phenomenon was
related to low concentrations of foliar phosphorus (P) and hot temperatures before leaf
harvest. The observed drought effects can be categorized as (i) hydraulic failure (branch
dieback), (ii) energy starvation as a consequence of closed stomata and P deficiency
(photooxidation) and (iii) infestation with weakness parasites (beech bark disease and
root rots).

Keywords: phosphorus nutrition, P deficiency, tree mortality, photobleaching, discoloration, hydraulic failure,
energy starvation, weakness parasites
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INTRODUCTION

Anthropogenic induced climate change has led to a global
warming, which has occurred at a faster rate over land
surfaces with an average increase of 1.5◦C between 2006–2015
compared to 1850–1900 (Shukla et al., 2019). In Switzerland,
the average temperature increase has been 2.5◦C for the last
decade (2011–2020) compared to 1871–1900 (MeteoSwiss, 2021).
The projected heat waves are expected to occur more frequent
and of longer duration (IPCC, 2014), leading to hotter droughts
(Allen et al., 2010) as summer precipitation is expected to
decrease in parts of Central Europe (IPCC, 2014). The European
heatwave in 2003 has pointed out the urgency of understanding
and predicting better the response of ecosystems to extreme
drought events due to the large impacts on human health,
crop yields and forest health (García-Herrera et al., 2010;
Buras et al., 2020).

The drought event in 2018 was even more severe with
unprecedented heat droughts in many parts of Central and
Northern Europe (Buras et al., 2020). Also in Switzerland, the
2018 summer drought was one of the most severe and long-
lasting droughts ever recorded and caused serious damages to
forests in Switzerland (Schuldt et al., 2020). Two main processes
are discussed as causes for drought damages of trees: (i) hydraulic
failure (Choat et al., 2012; Engelbrecht, 2012) and/or (ii) carbon
starvation (McDowell and Sevanto, 2010). Hydraulic failure
means that the water filaments in the vessels rupture under
high tension, when the soil is dry and the water demand of the
atmosphere is high. Death occurs when a certain proportion
of the vessels has lost their function due to embolism (Urli
et al., 2013; Choat et al., 2018). Death by carbon starvation
is a process usually occurring in understory trees because
of the lack of light (McDowell and Sevanto, 2010) but it is
supposed to occur in adult trees when stomata are closed for
a long time. The knowledge on this process bases on indirect
evidences (McDowell and Sevanto, 2010). Carbon starvation can
be seen as a preparative process for the attack by weakness
parasites (McDowell et al., 2011). Often drought is followed by
insect outbreaks (Anderegg et al., 2015). Fungal outbreaks after
drought are less frequent but also known. Weakness parasites
usually lead to death with delay. An increase of beech bark
disease after drought has been shown for European beech
(Schindler, 1951; Jarcuska et al., 2013). Armillaria sp. is also a
well known weakness parasite attacking drought stressed trees
(Kubiak et al., 2017).

This study aimed at assessing and comparing the observed
severe drought stress signs at sites of the long-term Intercantonal
Forest Observation Program in Switzerland. The large gradients
in precipitation, altitude, soil chemistry, age, nitrogen deposition,
and ozone allow to disentangle the contribution of various
factors to the observed tree health parameters such as crown
transparency, discoloration, photobleaching, and mortality rates
of Fagus sylvatica. The long-term data of 37 years of forest
observation were further analysed to examine the extent of
the above mentioned three hypotheses for drought damages in
European beech forest stands: (i) hydraulic failure, (ii) energy
starvation, (iii) weakness parasites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monitoring Plots and Assessments of
Mortality, Crown Defoliation and
Discoloration
The dataset is based on a 37 years time series including 179176
annual observations for 9826 individual beech trees in 102
plots across Switzerland. The plots cover gradients in drought,
nitrogen deposition, ozone, age, altitude, and soil chemistry
(Braun et al., 2017b). Trees have been assessed annually for crown
transparency and discoloration according to ICP Forests (2016).
Trees with a crown transparency of >60% are hereafter called
“strongly damaged” trees. The number of dead trees is related to
the population of the previous year, respectively.

Foliar Nutrient Analysis and
Photobleaching in Leaves
Shoots for nutrient analysis have been collected in the years
1984, 1987, 1991 and thereafter every 4 years by helicopter
from the upper sun canopy (nine harvest events in total). Each
harvest consisted of eight trees per plot. Leaves were dried
and analysed for N, P, and K as described in Braun et al.
(2020). Photobleaching was assessed by selecting randomly 25
leaves from each harvested branch. Leaves showing signs of
photobleaching, e.g., not uniformly green, were counted. For
regression analysis, the number of unbleached and the number
of bleached leaves per tree was used.

Measurements of Actual Cavitation in
Tree Branches
During the harvest 2019 which followed the dry summer 2018
an analysis for actual cavitation was performed in 145 branches
sampled in the sun canopy in 10 plots between July 22 and
August 3 in 2019. The samples were wrapped into black plastic
bags immediately after sampling and brought into the lab within
the same day. Branch pieces of 15 cm were recut under water.
Reversible embolies were removed by rinsing them under a
pressure of 0.1 Pa (Hacke and Jansen, 2009) with a freshly
membrane filtered (0.45 µm) solution of 0.1% safranine (Harvey
and van den Driessche, 1997) in water during 30 min. The stained
branches were kept frozen until image analysis of the stained
areas with ImageJ1. The stained area was related to the total
possible cross sectional area without the core.

Drought Indicators
Meteorological data were interpolated for each plot from the
nearest eight monitoring stations of the Federal Office of
Meteorology and Climatology (MeteoSwiss) as described by
Braun et al. (2017b). The resulting daily averages were used in the
regression analysis or as input to the hydrological model Wasim-
ETH (Schulla, 2019). With this model the following drought
indicators were calculated (i) ratio between actual and potential
evapotranspiration (ETa/ETp), (ii) site water balance (SWB)
which is the cumulated difference between precipitation and

1https://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads, downloaded 13.08.2019.
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potential evapotranspiration at a daily basis, with added water
storage capacity of the soil (available water capacity, AWC). The
cumulation was limited to +AWC. The cumulation started on
January 1st. The lowest value reached during summer was used
in the data analysis. Temperature, precipitation, and drought
indicators for the harvest year were averaged over the time
between start of the growing season and the harvest date. Start
and end of the season were taken from phenological data of
beech budbreak and discoloration observed by MeteoSwiss and
adjusted for altitude as described in Braun et al. (2017b). The
season length thus differs between plots.

Statistics
All statistical analyses were performed using R 4.0.3 (RCore
Team, 2020). Foliar concentrations were log transformed when
the transformation improved the model. Staining results and
discoloration were analysed using linear, mortality, numbers
of strongly damaged trees per plot and photobleaching using
binomial mixed regression models (Bates et al., 2015), with
plots and years and – in the case of photobleaching also
trees – as random factors, following the data analysis strategy
by Braun et al. (2017a). In brief, backward selection of predictor
variables using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was

FIGURE 1 | Proportion of Fagus sylvatica with a crown transparency of >60%.

FIGURE 2 | Annual average mortality rates of Fagus sylvatica.
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applied. Estimated explained variance (Pseudo-R2) of the fixed
effects only and of fixed and random effects were calculated
according to Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013). Natural cubic
splines (one or two knots) were used to model non-linear
functional relationships. All models including R scripts and
diagnostic plots are provided in the Appendix. Residuals were
checked for normality, homoscedasticity and outliers. Effect plots
with estimated marginal means and the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals taking into account all fixed and random
effects were calculated according to Lüdecke (2018).

RESULTS

Field Observations
In 2019 and 2020, the proportion of trees with a crown
transparency of >60% increased by a factor of 6.1 and 6.7
compared to the long term average before 2019 (Figure 1). This
increase was mainly due to an increase in dead branches. The
mortality was also increased but less strongly: by a factor of 5.0
(2019) and 3.9 (2020), respectively (Figure 2). In the years 2018,
2019, and 2020 death occurred more suddenly as shown by the
crown transparency one year before dieback (Figure 3).

Predictors for Beech Mortality and
Strong Crown Transparency
Both mortality and the proportion of strongly damaged trees
were increased when foliar concentrations of P and K were low
(Table 1 and Figures 4, 5). The relation of mortality with P was
non-linear. For both parameters, drought was also an important
predictor. The best drought indicator explaining mortality and
strong crown transparency was the minimum site water balance

FIGURE 3 | Crown transparency of beech in the years before dieback before
2018 (1984–2017) and in the years 2018, 2019, and 2020. Notches indicate a
95% confidence interval.

of the previous year, two and three years before, for mortality also
the precipitation in spring.

Discoloration
Discoloration was another phenomenon which clearly increased
in 2019 and 2020 (Figure 6). In addition, the phenomenon
rated as photobleaching at the harvested shoots was greatly
increased in 2015 and 2019 (Figure 7). For both parameters
foliar P concentrations played a role. The relation with P
suggested that photobleaching may be regarded as P deficiency
symptom. It was analysed in a separate spline regression
for showing the non-linear relations (Figure 8 left). The
other predictors differed for photobleaching and discoloration.
For discoloration, observed in the field together with crown
transparency, the two climatic variables drought and irradiation
and the fructification from the previous year improved the model
(Table 2). For photobleaching the maximum July temperature
and the irradiation were relevant predictors (Table 3). There
was also a highly significant interaction between P concentration
and maximum July temperature which is illustrated in Figure 8
right: when foliar P concentrations were low (e.g., 0.6 mg g−1),
the effect of the maximum July temperature on photobleaching
was stronger than when P concentrations were sufficient
(e.g., 1.2 mg g−1).

Actual Cavitation
Actual cavitation quantified as vessels stained with safranine
(Figure 9) was related with drought in the previous year and with
foliar N:K ratio in the current year (Figure 10). Neither drought
of the actual year nor other foliar nutrients were related to current
year cavitation.

Parasites
The observations on parasites naturally remain episodic. But
there is a number of observations on known weakness parasites.
Neonectria coccinea was observed frequently on dying beech
trees, both the typical dark dots as well as fruit bodies. In a heavily
drought affected forest district a number of uprooted beech
trees were observed. Detailed examination revealed a number
of primary root rot fungi which seem to be promoted by the
drought: Armillaria sp., Pholiota aurivella, Meripilus giganteus.

DISCUSSION

Effect of Drought on Crown Defoliation
and the Hydraulic System of Beech
The extent of the drought induced crown dieback observed
in the long-term Intercantonal Forest Observation Program in
Switzerland after the severe summer drought in 2018 was out
of previous experience. There have been records on drought
damages of beech after the years 1947 and 1951 (Schindler,
1951; Wagenhoff and Wagenhoff, 1975). Both studies describe,
however, an increased incidence of beech bark disease, a
phenomenon, which has been common also in later years. In the
study sites this has been associated with increased beech mortality
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TABLE 1 | Results of mixed binomial regression models of beech mortality (left) and trees with 60% crown transparency (right).

Beech mortality Beech trees with >60% crown transparency

Est. SE p Est. SE p

Intercept −6.388 0.520 0.000 −6.562 0.191 0.000

Precipitation spring −0.320 0.129 0.013 – – –

Minimum water balance 1 year before −0.381 0.124 0.002 −0.266 0.080 0.001

Minimum water balance 2 years before −0.340 0.122 0.005 −0.086 0.082 0.296

Minimum water balance 3 years before – – – −0.321 0.074 0.000

Foliar P concentration 1st spline term −3.229 1.035 0.002 −0.303 0.095 0.001

Foliar P concentration 2nd spline term 0.132 0.830 0.873 – – –

Foliar K concentration −0.239 0.092 0.009 −0.133 0.062 0.033

Altitude −0.686 0.214 0.001 – – –

Pseudo-R2 (fixed effects) 0.27 0.08

Pseudo-R2 (total) 0.47 0.45

Predictors are standardised.
Models included plot and year as random factors.
Number of dead trees: 212, number of trees with >60% crown transparency: 920.

FIGURE 4 | Relation between beech mortality and the concentration of phosphorus (A) and the concentration of potassium (B) in beech leaves. The dashed lines
indicate the lower threshold value for normal nutrition according to Göttlein (2016).

in the 1980s. It seems that the extensive crown dieback due to
hydraulic failure is a symptom which has not been known up
to now in Central Europe. The drought damages observed after
2018 were much more severe than after the summer 2003 with a
similar heat wave. The main differences between 2003 and 2018
were a dry spring in 2018 and a series of dry years preceding 2018
(2015 and 2017). 2003 followed a series of rather wet years, and
the drought only started in June.

The increased numbers of beech trees with heavy crown
defoliation and tree mortality in 2019 and 2020 provide evidence
of a breakdown of the hydraulic system for parts or the entire
tree crown. Beech is not known as species where catastrophic

hydraulic failure is common (Leuschner, 2020). However, the
actual cavitation measurements confirm the hypothesis (i) of
hydraulic failure as one of the explaining factors for the
observed drought damages in beech trees. The observations
are in agreement with the results of Schuldt et al. (2020) who
made similar staining experiments in the drought experimental
plot in Hölstein, Switzerland. Branch cavitation seems to be the
main reason for the serious branch dieback. Similar results were
obtained by Walthert et al. (2021) who measured actual percent
loss of conductivity in branch samples. The partial hydraulic
failure of the branches may later lead to complete hydraulic
failure of the whole tree.
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FIGURE 5 | Relation between severe beech crown transparency and (A) the concentration of phosphorus (A) as well as the concentration of potassium (B). The
dashed lines indicate the lower threshold values for normal nutrition according to Göttlein (2016).

FIGURE 6 | Development of mean discoloration of beech in monitoring plots.

FIGURE 7 | Frequency of occurrence of photobleaching (left) and leaf with sign of strong photobleaching (right): the right half of the leaf was covered by another
leaf.
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FIGURE 8 | Left: Relation between the proportion of samples with photobleaching and the foliar concentration of P as spline function with two knots. The dotted
line gives the lower threshold for normal nutrition according to Göttlein (2016). Right: Illustration of the interaction between maximum July temperature and foliar P
concentration on photobleaching.

TABLE 2 | Results of a mixed linear regression model of discoloration in the monitoring plots.

Est. SE t val. p

(Intercept) −0.300 0.098 −3.070 0.002

Foliar phosphorus concentration 0.369 0.106 3.474 0.001

Mean irradiation previous year 0.194 0.087 2.239 0.025

Fructification previous year −0.300 0.098 −3.070 0.002

Independent variables were standardized and the model included plot and year as random factors.

TABLE 3 | Results of a mixed binomial regression model of photobleaching at the harvested shoots.

Est. SE z val. p

(Intercept) −11.6352 2.1091 −5.5167 0.0000

Foliar phosphorus −1.3690 0.5936 −2.3064 0.0211

Tmax July, 1st spline term 12.0583 1.9918 6.0540 0.0000

Tmax July, 2nd spline term 13.7490 1.1039 12.4551 0.0000

Irradiation 30 days before harvest 0.4699 0.2137 2.1984 0.0279

Tmax July, 1st spline term × foliar P 0.2178 1.1358 0.1918 0.8479

Tmax July, 2nd spline term × foliar P −1.2339 0.3195 −3.8619 0.0001

Independent variables were standardized and the model included plot, year, and tree as random factors.

Are Drought Related Damages to
Vessels of Beech Reversible?
The refilling of cavitated vessels in spring is based on two
processes (Cochard et al., 2001): production of new vessels, which
is common in all plants with secondary cambium and active
refilling, which is more species specific. This latter process has
been shown to occur in Fagus sylvatica during the time of leaf
expansion and sap flow (Cochard et al., 2001). Our data show
that this refilling process was disturbed following the severe
summer drought in 2018. This was indicated by the correlation
of the proportion of active vessels with the drought of the
previous year. Furthermore, the proportion of active vessels was

also correlated with K nutrition. The importance of N and K
nutrition for cavitation vulnerability has been shown already by
Harvey and van den Driessche (1999) and more recently by Oddo
et al. (2014). In the present study, low K concentrations were
related to higher proportions of dead branches and higher tree
mortality which may have a similar physiological background
with increased cavitation.

Link Between Drought and Observed
Photobleaching of Beech Leaves
The increased observed occurrence of photobleaching can be
interpreted as a result of energy shortage, leading to strong
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discoloration in the presence of phosphorus deficiency and
at high temperature levels. Photooxidation of chlorophyll by
radiation is a normal concomitant process of photosynthesis
requiring energy for reduction. When this energy is lacking
the chlorophyll is oxidized (Powles, 1984). Therefore,
photobleaching may be interpreted as a sign of “starvation”.
However, as Körner (2015) suggested, plant growth is not
carbon limited and in the current case the carbon starvation
hypothesis should be replaced by a phosphorus limitation
hypothesis which is also supported by the mortality increase at
low foliar P concentrations. The strong increase in time is the
result of high temperatures in 2015 and 2019, but also an effect
of the interaction between P deficiency and high temperatures
in July. The foliar P concentrations have decreased over the
last decades, probably due to high N deposition (Braun et al.,
2020). While in arable crops acute P deficiency symptoms are
well known as yellowing, for tree species there are only a few
descriptions of visible symptoms only for the seedling stage

FIGURE 9 | Staining of active vessels of beech: examples of a beech with
crown transparency of 20% (left) and 70% (right).

(Bergmann, 1992). We suggest that the observed photobleaching
is regarded as a P deficiency symptom, as it starts to increase
when foliar P concentrations fall below 40% of the threshold for
normal nutrition.

Drought Response of Beech Due to
Parasites
It is well known that weakened trees are less resistant
against parasites. Several field observations from a number
of plots from the long-term Intercantonal Forest Observation
Program of strongly damaged trees support this hypothesis
(iii). As these events are based on a small number of trees,
no modeling could be done. However, the time delay
observed between drought and mortality suggests that
weakness parasites play an important role in the drought
response of beech.

Before the severe drought in 2018, the higher crown
transparency before dieback suggests that mortality due to
weakness parasites played a more important role in Swiss beech.
With the persisting cavitation damages since 2018 it appears to be
difficult to separate between hydraulic failure effects and parasite
infestation in living beech trees. Therefore, we argue that an
overall assessment of the 2018 drought response of European
Beech needs to take into account the drought damages due to
hydraulic failure [hypothesis (i)], but also effects such as the lack
of energy [hypothesis (ii)] as well as increased occurrence of
weakness parasites [hypothesis (iii)].

CONCLUSION

With the results of 37 years of forest observation data we can
conclude, that the acute reactions of beech due the summer

FIGURE 10 | Proportion of active vessels in relation to the drought in the previous year (left) and the foliar ratio of N:K (right). The dotted line gives the upper
threshold for harmonic N:K ratio according to Göttlein (2016).
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drought in 2018 can be identified as hydraulic failure, thus
confirming hypothesis (i). In a global meta-analysis, Walker
et al. (2014) found that foliar P was related with carboxylation
rates when leaf N was high. Carboxylation has been shown
to be a key process in photobleaching (Powles, 1984): when
carboxylation is limiting photosynthesis, high investment
in Jmax relative to Vcmax would lead to electron transport
not used in photosynthesis requiring dissipation of that
energy to avoid photoinhibition. Thus, we suggest that the
evidence of strong foliar P deficiency and photobleaching
as well as the observed discoloration can be interpreted
as a lack of energy. We are postulating to transform the
“carbon starvation hypothesis” to an “energy starvation
hypothesis”, since this seems to be the decisive part of the
“starvation”; this is still supporting the hypothesis (ii). In
particular, the increase in mortality risk at low foliar P
concentrations supports a kind of starvation hypothesis (ii)
as P is involved in all energy processes. However, at the
moment it is still difficult to quantify the effect of weakness
parasites following the severe drought, although single events
have been recorded yet. In conclusion, we suggest that
for the assessment of drought damage to beech trees, all
aspects need to be critically evaluated in order to quantify
the impact of drought events, that are expected to occur
more frequently.

The damages to beech presented in this paper are clearly
caused by drought. It has, however, to be kept in mind
that low P and low K concentrations are a consequence of
high N deposition (Braun et al., 2020). High N deposition
is decreasing the mycorrhiza (de Witte et al., 2017; van
der Linde et al., 2018) and thus water uptake. At high
N deposition, the drought effect on stem increment of
beech was stronger in the presented monitoring plots
(Braun et al., 2017b).
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